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Introduction
• Background :
-Parametric conditional heteroscedasticity models, as the standard Student t GARCH model, are a customary tool for analyzing financial data.
-If these models are routinely estimated in applications, diagnostic testing of their specification, and more particularly of their distributional specification, is in practice much less common.
• Objective :
-To provide a convenient and generally applicable diagnostic test for checking the distributional aspect of these models.
• First idea :
-By analogy to the popular Jarque-Bera (1980) test for normality, checking through a m-test that the third and fourth order sample moments of the (estimated) innovations of the model are in accordance with their (estimated) theoretical values.
→ Convenient since m-test are standard and easy to implement, but not generally applicable because it requires existence of moments up to order eight (unlikely when working with a number of popular models such as the standard Student t GARCH model).
• To overcome this problem while staying in the convenient m-testing framework, this paper suggests :
-A m-test based, instead of the moments of the innovations themselves, on the moments of the probability integral transform (i.e. cdf. transform) of the innovations.
→ Characteristics : -(relatively) easy to implement.
-generally applicable.
-well-behaved both in terms of size and power. • Model specification : • This specification defines a fully parametric model P for the conditional densities of y
• In typical applications :
, γ) is specified according to an AR, MA or ARMA process.
-h t (x t , γ) is specified according to some autoregressive scheme such as ARCH, GARCH, EGARCH, ...
-g(ε; η) is chosen among standardized continuous distributions allowing for fat tails and possibly further for asymmetry.
• A customary example : the pure time-series Student t(ν) AR(1) -GARCH(1,1) model obtained by setting
where u
and g * (w; ν) is the usual Student t density with ν degrees of freedom.
• Maximum likelihood estimator :
where
; η
• Under general regularity conditions, if model P is correctly specified, i.e. if there exists some true value θ 
3. Testing distributional specification through moments of probability integral transform
• We consider testing :
It is implicitly assumed that the conditional mean and variance specifications have successfully been checked in a previous stage.
• By analogy to Jarque-Bera (1980), a natural strategy would be to check through a m-test that the misspecification indicator
is not significantly different from zero.
• Statistical rationale of this strategy :
• Problem of this strategy : → This is beyond what we can expect to be fulfilled in applications when working with a number popular models (e.g. the standard Student t GARCH model).
• Proposed alternative strategy :
-To check the moments of a (judiciously chosen) transformation of the (estimated) innovations rather than the moments of the (estimated) innovations themselves.
• Probability integral transform of the estimated innovationsê
is the cdf. associated to the assumed density g(ε; η).
• Regardless of g(ε; η), under H • This suggests checking through a m-test the closeness to zero of a (q × 1) misspecification indicator of the form
→ This strategy is applicable without any restriction on the existence of the moments of the true innovations and for any choice of q.
→ Theoritically, setting q = 2 already allows to detect departures from the assumed density both in terms of skewness and kurtosis.
Test statistics
• Given the assumed statistical setup, under general regularity conditions, a proper m-test statistic for checking the closeness to zero of the q × 1 misspecification indicator
is given by the asymptotically chi-square statistic
whereK n is any consistent estimator of 
is particularly easy to implement. Unfortunately, it is well-known for often exhibiting (very) poor finite sample properties (tendency to over-reject when the null is true).
• An interesting alternative statistic is obtained by taking as a consistent estimator of
which in practice may also be computed as n minus the residual sum of squares (= nR forms with q = 2, 4 and 6) for checking the distributional specification of two models.
• Considered models : n = 400 n = 800 n = 1600 Model Test
Tested moments Tested moments Tested moments / DGP stat. q = 2 q = 4 q = 6 q = 2 q = 4 q = 6 q = 2 q = 4 q = 6 → Unless n is large and q small, the M P M L n statistic should be preferred.
• Tests power :
-Size-corrected power of OPG and PML tests are similar.
-Setting q = 2 is not enough and q = 6 does not seem to pay off.
→ Setting q = 4 seems to be 'the best' and appears to ensure 'good' power against various alternatives.
